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POCKET BOOKS, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Media Tie In. 168 x 104 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Soon to be a major motion picture from the director of The
Hangover starring Jonah Hill, the page-turning, behind-closed-doors account of how three kids
from Florida became big-time weapons traders for the government and how the Pentagon later
turned on them.In January of 2007, three young stoners from Miami Beach were put in charge of a
$300 million Department of Defense contract to supply ammunition to the Afghanistan military.
Instead of fulfilling the order with high-quality arms, Efraim Diveroli, David Packouz, and Alex
Podrizki (the dudes) bought cheap Communist-style surplus ammunition from Balkan gunrunners.
The trio then secretly repackaged millions of rounds of shoddy Chinese ammunition and shipped it
to Kabuluntil they were caught by Pentagon investigators and the scandal turned up on the front
page of The New York Times. Thats the "official" story. The truth is far more explosive. For the first
time, journalist Guy Lawson tells the thrilling true tale. Its a trip that goes from a dive apartment in
Miami Beach to mountain caves in Albania, the corridors of power in Washington, and the...
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Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get
a pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a

Unquestionably, this is the very best operate by any author. it had been writtern extremely flawlessly and beneficial. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this publication.
-- Am er ica  Glea son-- Am er ica  Glea son
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